2018 Pricelist*
Hours: Tuesday - Saturday 10am - 6pm.

Printing
Standard
Papers

Shown are common print sizes, but we can
print any size up to 44” wide by almost any
length. For other print sizes use total square
inches (width x height) and apply the rates
below. Use decimals if needed.

Fine Art
Papers

Canvas
w/ 1.5” GW

Canvas

Paper Prints

Standard Paper - $0.08/sq. in.
Fine Art Paper - $0.11/sq. in.

Protective Coating for Paper Prints
Standard Paper - $0.04/sq. in.
Fine Art Paper - $0.04/sq. in.

Canvas with Protective Coating

Canvas - $0.14/sq. in.
Canvas with Gallery Wrap - $0.14/sq. in.
(Add 2 inches to height and width for 3/4” bars
or 3 inches for 1 1/2” bars)
We highly recommend our Protective
Coating for all paper prints that will not be
behind glass to help reduce UV damage.
All Canvas prints come coated.

Canvas Stretching

Scanning

Proofing

Choice of 3/4” or 1 1/2” Bars

Includes letter size proof and
digital file on customer provided
flash drive.

Strip proofing of 3 areas
with precise color and
tonal correction

Fee Schedule
Up to 8x10
Up to 16x20
Up to 18x24
up to 20x30
up to 24x36
up to 30x40
up to 36x48
up to 40x60

Up to 16" x 20" - $30.00
Over 16" x 20" - $45.00

Up to 12" x 18" (216 sq. in.) - $30.00
Up to 16" x 24" (384 sq. in.) - $40.00
Up to 20" x 30" (600 sq. in.) - $50.00
Up to 24" x 32" (768 sq. in.) - $55.00
Up to 24" x 36" (864 sq. in.) - $60.00
Up to 30" x 40" (1200 sq. in.) - $65.00
Up to 35" x 50" (1750 sq. in.) - $75.00
Up to 40" x 60" (2400 sq. in.) - $85.00
Up to 54" x 68" (3672 sq. in.) - $110.00
Up to 52" x 80" (4160 sq. in.) - $125.00
Larger than 52" x 80" - by quote

Raw
$40
$60
$75
$90
$105
$125
$140
$155

Standard
$75
$95
$120
$135
$150
$175
$200
$220

Retouching
Includes image editing, repair,
retouching and custom work
$80/hr. with a 1/4 hr. minimum

Miscellaneous
Minimum Print Order - $35.00
Consulting Fee: $15.00

16-643 Kipimana St., Ste. 14
Keaau, HI 96749

* Prices subject to change without notice.

(808) 966-9995
www.HiloFineArt.com

